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What is the ctcLink Document Repository (cDR)?What is the ctcLink Document Repository (cDR)?
The ctcLink Document Repository was conceived as a central, “front door” approach for
accessing all ctcLink project-related documentation. Its purpose and scope is to facilitate the
implementation of the ctcLink project and the continuing use and functioning of ctcLink as an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution.

The cDR is built on the Box.com file storage and sharing platform configured specifically for the
needs of the ctcLink project. All users of the cDR will access it with a Box account.

Who is the cDR For?Who is the cDR For?

Use of the cDR is limited to SBCTC and college staff who are working to implement the ctcLink
project and, to a lesser extent, the staff who work with the PeopleSoft ERP software system
(ctcLink).

Who Manages the cDR?Who Manages the cDR?

The cDR is managed by Angela French, who is a member of the SBCTC ctcLink project team. She
can be reached by emailing cDR Manager. In addition, the cDR is governed by a team of
representatives from SBCTC and five colleges.
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How to Access the cDRHow to Access the cDR
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How to Access the cDRHow to Access the cDR
The cDR Governance Team has decided that access to the cDR is by invitation only. Those with
an @sbctc.edu email address, referred to as "managed users," will access the cDR with a
designated licensed account paid for with project funds.

College users, referred to as "external users," are designated by their ctcLink project manager
who provides a list of invitees to the cDR Manager. An invitation will be sent to external users at
their college email address and will be prompted to create a Box.com account during the
invitation acceptance process.

Anyone having difficulty gaining access to the cDR should contact the cDR Manager.

What Content Can I Access in the cDR?What Content Can I Access in the cDR?

Any content that supports the purpose of the cDR may be found in the cDR. Content will be
continuously added from launch through the time that all colleges have successfully
implemented the PeopleSoft ERP system. Content archived in previous storage solutions will
also be brought into the cDR.

The cDR Governance Team decided that except in a very few instance, all those who are invited
to the cDR will have access to all of the content. The exception to this is:

• Content that requires restricted access for security reasons. This would be content of a
technical nature, that, should it be inappropriately distributed, could expose the system to
risk.

• Each college has a college collaboration folder. Access is restricted to the individual college
and to individuals identified by the college ctcLink project manager.

• Content that predates the launch of the cDR and lives in previous storage solutions, such as
various SharePoint sites, will be migrated to the cDR. Content deemed to be no longer
relevant and is merely kept for historical reasons will live in an archive section and will only
be accessible to ctcLink project management staff at SBCTC.

If you are looking for content and can’t find it, please drop an email to cdrmanager@sbctc.edu.
You will be helped to locate it, or if it is not yet in the cDR, it will be put on the content inventory

of items to migrate to the cDR.

What Happens After I'm Invited?What Happens After I'm Invited?

Users of Box are invited to view content by being invited to folders. This will mean that you will
receive more than one invitation. Until you accept the invitation you will not have access to that
folder of content.
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Can I Download Content from the cDR?Can I Download Content from the cDR?

Most users of the cDR will have read-only access. This is necessary to limit what content is
uploaded to the cDR and to ensure that it is accurate and the latest version. While Box does
provide a "preview" mode for reading documents, depending on how the document is to be
used, it may provide a better user experience to download it and read it in its native software
(such as MS Word).

Keep in mind that storing the document locally is not advised as an updated version may at
some point be uploaded to the cDR making the previously download document outdate, or
even inaccurate.

Can I Share the Document With Someone Else?Can I Share the Document With Someone Else?

The cDR implementation of Box has disabled sharing of content with people who have not been
invited by the cDR Manager. You are NOT to share downloads with others. If someone needs
access to ctcLink-related documentation they should contact college ctcLink project manager.

Can We Collaborate in the cDR?Can We Collaborate in the cDR?

The cDR is intended as a means of sharing ready-to-use project documentation. As such, at the
time of launch, it is not intended to be to be used as a place to collaborate. HOWEVER, each
college is provided with a collaboration folder that they can use for this purpose. Access is
limited to college members designated by the college project manager who will manage this
space.
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Find What You Are Looking ForFind What You Are Looking For
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Understanding the Folder Structure in the cDRUnderstanding the Folder Structure in the cDR
The cDR is set using a hierarchical folder structure with the goal of never being more than two
folders deep. Rather, documents in the cDR will take advantage of the Box system of applying
metadata at the time of upload which allows end users to filter search results to hone in on
information.

The top-level folders in the cDR are as outlined:

• Project Management & Planning
• Governance
• Business Process Diagramming
• Communities of Practice
• College Readiness
• Occupational Change Management (OCM)
• Communications
• Data
• Design & Configuration
• Testing
• Training
• Meetings
• Security
• Environments & Infrastructure

Note: Not all folders may be present at launch. Content will be added on an ongoing basis.

A quick and easy way to always get directly to the content you use most is to mark it as a
favorite. All your favorites will then be accessible from a list in the left hand menu.

To Add a File or Folder to your Favorites List:

• Right-click the item of content when it appears in the list view, and then select FavoriteFavorite from
the menu, or

• Click and drag the item to the left sidebar beneath the Favorites listing

To Remove a File or Folder from your Favorites List:

• Right click the item and select Remove as Favorite,Remove as Favorite, or
• In the left sidebar, hover over the content item and click the XX that displays.
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Using Search and FilteringUsing Search and Filtering

cDR Metadata Templates Help to Locate What You NeedcDR Metadata Templates Help to Locate What You Need

Many of the documents in the cDR, especially those where there are many of the same type of
documents, such as Test Scripts, have metadata associated with each document. Metadata can
provide information about documents that may not even be in the document itself.

The cDR takes advantage of metadata templates - which are a logical grouping of metadata
attributes that help classify content.

Using Built-in Search ToolUsing Built-in Search Tool

This search tutorial on the Box Community website will show you, with screenshots and video,
how to become a power searcher!

cDR Metadata TemplatescDR Metadata Templates

The following are the current metadata templates in the cDR.

CEMLI-RCEMLI-R

Want to find all the CEMLI-Rs related to modifications? Use the filter search by using the CEMLI-
R metadata template. It's fields are:

• Type:
• RFP ID

Pillar/ModulePillar/Module

Want to find documents associate with a specific Pillar or Module? Try the Pillar/Module
metadata template. This one is especially helpful when searching for Test Scripts.

PM ReportsPM Reports

Want to find a project management report of a specific type? Try the PM Reports metadata
template. It will allow you to filter by:

• Type
• Consultant
• Month
• Year

MeetingsMeetings

Looking for meeting minutes from a specific group? Try the Meetings metadata template. It will
allow you to filter by:
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• Meeting Group
• Month
• Year
• Type of document
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Creating Favorites to Frequently AccessedCreating Favorites to Frequently Accessed
ContentContent
A quick and easy way to always get directly to the content you use most is to mark it as a
favorite. All your favorites will then be accessible from a list in the left hand menu.

To Add a File or Folder to your Favorites List:

• Right-click the item of content when it appears in the list view, and then select FavoriteFavorite from
the menu, or

• Click and drag the item to the left sidebar beneath the Favorites listing

To Remove a File or Folder from your Favorites List:

• Right click the item and select Remove as Favorite,Remove as Favorite, or
• In the left sidebar, hover over the content item and click the XX that displays.
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Terms of Use Agreement forTerms of Use Agreement for
the cDRthe cDR
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Terms of Use Agreement for the cDRTerms of Use Agreement for the cDR
Last updated: 05-01-2018.

The Terms of Use Agreement below is made available to users when they first access the cDR.
It is every user's responsibility to read and understand. This document may be updated

periodically at which time users will be required to accept the updated Terms when they re-
enter the cDR.

By accessing and using the ctcLink Document Repository (the "site" or cDR), you accept and
agree to the terms and provisions of this agreement. If you do not agree to abide by these
terms you do not have permission to use this site and your access may be revoked.

CONTACTCONTACT

If you have any questions about the Terms of Use, please contact the cDR Manager.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

The ctcLink Document Repository (cDR) serves to facilitate implementation of the ctcLink
project and the continuing use and function of ctcLink as an ERP.

CONDUCT AND ABUSE of SERVICECONDUCT AND ABUSE of SERVICE

Under no circumstances shall a user create or store personal or non-ctcLink related content in
the CDR.

Sharing content in the cDR is strictly limited to employees of the Washington state community
and technical college system. If anyone outside of this employee group requests access to
information in the cDR they should be directed to the cDR Manager.

No personally Identifying Information (PII) should be recorded on any documents in this
repository. Personally identifiable information includes the student’s name, Social Security
number and date of birth. EMPLID alone without Student Name or any other PII information is
acceptable.

Users understand that original and official records should be stored on agency or state
computer "systems of record." The Box online storage solution for the cDR, acts as a "system of
engagement" rather than a "system of record."

Users agree not to include, as content, links to documents on Google Drive, this includes Google
Docs, Google Sheets, Google Slide and other services that Google may make available in the
future. The exception to this is content that lives strictly in the College Collaboration folder
made for each college by the cDR Digital Asset Manager.
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ACCESSIBILITYACCESSIBILITY

Washington State Policy #188 requires all content on state owned websites to be accessible to
all individuals regardless of physical ability. If you are contributing content to the cDR, you are
responsible for ensuring the content is accessible.

LOGIN CREDENTIALS AND UNAUTHORIZED USELOGIN CREDENTIALS AND UNAUTHORIZED USE

If SBCTC provides you with a user ID and password for access to this site, you are responsible
for maintaining the confidentially of that user ID and password.

If your user identification or password is compromised, or you become aware of any
unauthorized use of your account or other breach of security, you are responsible for promptly
notifying the cDR Manager.

CREATION of PUBLIC RECORDSCREATION of PUBLIC RECORDS

Any content in the cDR is subject to a public records request, unless otherwise covered by an
exception under RCW 42.56.

CONTENT OWNERSHIPCONTENT OWNERSHIP

The content contained within this site is owned by the Washington State Board for Community
and Technical Colleges.

TRADEMARKS AND SERVICE MARKSTRADEMARKS AND SERVICE MARKS

All trademarks, service marks, logos and trade names used and displayed on this Site, including
without limitation the SBCTC logo, are either owned by SBCTC or its suppliers and licensors, and
may not be copied, imitated or used, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of
SBCTC or its suppliers or licensors.

VIRUSESVIRUSES

SBCTC assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable for any damages from viruses or other
harmful components that may infect your computer equipment or other property due to your
access to, use of, or browsing in this Site or downloading of any materials, including, data, text,
and images from this Site.
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LINKED SITESLINKED SITES

SBCTC makes no representation, warranty, or condition regarding, and accepts no
responsibility for, the quality, content, nature or reliability of sites accessible by hyperlink from
this Site, or sites linking to this Site. Such linked sites are not under the control of SBCTC and
SBCTC is not responsible for the content of any linked site or any link contained in a linked site,
or any review, changes or updates to such sites. SBCTC is providing these links to you only as a
convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply affiliation, endorsement, or adoption
by SBCTC of the site or any information contained therein. When leaving the SBCTC site, you
should be aware that SBCTC terms and policies no longer govern, and, therefore, you should
review the applicable terms and policies, including privacy and data gathering practices, of the
linked site. SBCTC is not liable for your use, nor any acts of omissions, of linked sites.

DISCLAIMERSDISCLAIMERS

As-is BasisAs-is Basis

This site, all information contained therein (including without limitation all third party content)
and SBCTC services are provided on an “as is” basis without representations, warranties or
conditions of any kind, either express or implied or statutory. You expressly agree that all use of
the foregoing is at your sole risk.

SBCTC reserves the right to change any and all content contained on this Site at any time
without notice. Reference to any products, services, processes, or other information, by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, supplier, provider, or otherwise does not constitute or imply
endorsement, sponsorship, or recommendation thereof by SBCTC.

Warranty DisclaimerWarranty Disclaimer

SBCTC disclaims all representations, warranties or conditions, express or implied or statutory,
including, but not limited to, implied warranties or conditions of merchantability, merchantable
quality, durability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and non-infringement regarding this
site, all information contained therein (including without limitation all third party content) and
SBCTC services. SBCTC does not represent or warrant that any of the foregoing are accurate,
complete, reliable, current, or error-free.

SBCTC does not represent or warrant that this site will operate error-free or uninterrupted or
that this site or its server(s) are free of viruses or other harmful components.

Limitation of LiabilityLimitation of Liability

In no event will SBCTC be liable for any direct, incidental, punitive, exemplary, aggravated,
indirect, special or consequential damages, or any other damages of any kind, including but not
limited to loss of profits, failure to realize expected savings or loss of data, for any cause of
action whatsoever and whether in contract, tort (including negligence) or any other legal and
equitable theory arising out of or in any way connected with use of this site, the information
contained therein (including without limitation all third party content) and SBCTC services.
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APPLICABLE LAW AND VENUEAPPLICABLE LAW AND VENUE

These Terms of Use will be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the
State of Washington and the federal laws of the United States applicable therein without regard
to conflicts of law principles that would otherwise apply a different body of law. You agree that
any action at law or in equity arising out of or relating to these Terms of Use will be filed only in
the courts of the State of Washington, and you hereby irrevocably and unconditionally consent
and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts over any suit, action or proceeding
arising out of these Terms of Use.

Entire AgreementEntire Agreement

These Terms of Use, and the documents referred to herein and any documents executed or
delivered pursuant hereto, constitute the entire agreement between us relating to the subject
matter hereof, and supersede any prior understandings or agreements (whether electronic,
oral, or written) regarding such subject matter.

SeverabilitySeverability

If any provision of these Terms of Use will be deemed unlawful, void, or for any reason
unenforceable, then that provision will be deemed severable from these Terms of Use and will
not affect the validity and enforceability of any remaining provisions.

TerminationTermination

Any unauthorized use of this Site or breach of these Terms of Use will automatically terminate
the license granted by these Terms of Use, may violate applicable law including copyright laws,
trademark laws (including trade dress), and communications regulations and statutes, and may,
at SBCTC discretion, result in termination of any of SBCTC SERVICES to you. Notwithstanding
any of these Terms of Use, SBCTC reserves the right, without notice and in its sole discretion, to
terminate your license or permission to use this Site, and to block or prevent future access to
this Site.

Notification of ChangesNotification of Changes

The cDR Manager reserves the right to change this agreement at any time. If this is necessary,
the cDR Manager will release a new version that will need to be accepted upon re-entrance to
the cDR.
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Understanding NotificationsUnderstanding Notifications
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Viewing NotificationsViewing Notifications
The Notifications page displays information about events in Box that require your attention.
Navigate to the Notifications page by clicking Notifications in the left hand sidebar.

Upon navigating to the Notifications page, you will see a list of all your notifications sorted by
date.

The following items are displayed:

• Collaboration invites
• @mentions (in comments)
• Tasks you assigned others
• Tasks assigned to you
• File/Collaborator Expirations

Select a message in the left-hand column to see more detail. From there, you will have the
opportunity to take further steps to view a file or folder or take action on a message depending
on whether it is a task, invite, @mention, or expiration. In most cases, you can navigate from
the Notifications page directly to the piece of content that requires action.

In the upper right-hand corner of all notifications, you will see a flagflag icon. Click this icon to mark
messages as unread.

Filtering NotificationsFiltering Notifications

Click AllAll in the upper left corner and select a specific notification type from the dropdown menu
to filter for that type.
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UnreadUnread shows you all unread notifications.

• Incomplete TasksIncomplete Tasks shows you any tasks you have been assigned and not yet completed.
• Sent TasksSent Tasks shows you a list of the tasks you have assigned to your collaborators and are

waiting for them to complete.
• Pending InvitesPending Invites shows you a list of the invitations you have received to collaborate on

folders.
•

• If you receive an invitation to collaborate that has strong password requirements, you
can choose to either Change PasswordChange Password to accept the invitation or RejectReject the invitation. If
you choose Change PasswordChange Password, you will be prompted to change your Box password to
meet the stricter criteria.

• If you receive an invitation to collaborate that has a custom Terms of Service agreement,
you will shown the Terms of Service with the invitation and be prompted to either AgreeAgree
and Acceptand Accept (meaning you accept the invitation and agree to the Terms of Service) or
RejectReject the invitation completely.

• Unread @MentionsUnread @Mentions shows you comments where you have been mentioned by name.
• ExpirationsExpirations shows you any content or collaborations that are set to expire in a week or less.
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Receiving NotificationsReceiving Notifications
If you would like to receive notifications when content is added or comments left about a
document, this can be configured in your account setting.

To access your settings, click on your presence icon in the upper right hand corner of your view
of the cDR and select the Account Settings menu item.

Select the Sharing tab, then in the Email Notifications section check the Uploads checkbox of
folders you have joined to receive a notice about new content. Check the Comments checkbox
to receive notifications about comments left about content.
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College Collaboration FoldersCollege Collaboration Folders
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Your College Collaboration FolderYour College Collaboration Folder
A collaboration folder has been created for each college's private use. Access to the folder is
limited (by permissions) to users for that college, others they have invited, and the cDR
Manager who has access to all content.

This folder has broader permissions than the rest of the folders in the cDR. In your college
folder you are assigned the "Editor" role which additionally allows one to:

• Create new folders
• Upload documents
• Edit documents

Although users of the college collaboration folders are given broader rights than exist at this
time in the general cDR, all content must still support the purpose and scope of the cDR which
is "to support the ctcLink implementation and its continuing use as an enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution."
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HelpHelp
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Getting Help with the cDRGetting Help with the cDR
If you need access to the cDR, please contact your college ctcLink project manager.

If you are having trouble using the cDR please feel free to contact the cDR Manager.
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